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LOGLINE
A doctor runs in a grueling 24-hour, 100-mile ultra marathon over rugged mountain terrain
as he avoids the fallout from a high pressure medical decision.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
A doctor runs in a grueling 24-hour, 100-mile ultra marathon over rugged mountain terrain
as he avoids the fallout from a high pressure medical decision. Over the course of the race,
as physical and mental exhaustion turns to fantasies and hallucinations, race-related
dramas intertwine with the details of his current crisis. He’s tormented by his decision to
assist in the death of a terminally-ill teenager, against both the parents’ wishes and the
legal parameters of assisted suicide. Questions arise as to whether he was successful in
helping his patient die, if he failed to fulfill his promise to her, or if the pressure has led to his
mental breakdown.

SYNOPSIS
A young doctor runs in a grueling 24-hour, 100-mile ultra marathon over rugged mountain
terrain as he avoids the fallout from a high pressure medical decision. Over the course of
the race, as physical and mental exertion turns to exhaustion and hallucinations, race-related dramas intertwine with the details of his current crisis - he’s tormented by his decision
to assist in the death of a terminally ill teenager under his care, against both the parents’
wishes and the legal parameters of assisted suicide. Questions arise as to whether he went
through with assisting in his patient’s death, if he failed in his promise to her, or if he was
caught in the process. During the race the doctor imagines visits from his estranged wife,
the patient’s parents, and the patient herself, shedding light on his decision to help his
patient die and the degree to which his own thoughts of suicide contributed to his actions.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Man Running is a drama that uses the unique setting of an ultra marathon, with all its
associated mental and physical extremes, as the vehicle for the story of a doctor
dealing with the moral and ethical complexity of assisted death for an underage patient.
The protagonist is under investigation for his actions and he escapes the immediate fallout
by driving overnight to compete in a running race taking place in the Rocky Mountains.
Ultra marathons are run over great distances, and competitors run for twenty four hours,
virtually non-stop. Under these extreme conditions mental faculties start to break down and
it’s under these stresses that Jim struggles with the crisis he finds himself in.
The main thrust of the film is Jim’s struggle with a decision he’s made - his assisting, or failure
to assist, his young patient in her wish to end her life – and the associated guilt that
accompanies his actions. The decision is further complicated by the fact that he suffers
from depression and thoughts of suicide. During the race he daydreams about his own
suicide and the question is raised: Was his professional action clouded by mental illness?

It’s not until the end of the film that it’s made clear that he was caught while trying to
administer the drugs that would kill her. This failure to fulfill his promise to the patient
combined with his own deteriorating mental state leads him to imagine taking his own life.
The structure of the script uses a non-linear pattern rather than traditional narrative to
weave the story’s various threads. The audience experiences his indecision and “what ifs”
as he imagines different outcomes. The audience is also asked to question the veracity of
his view of events, as on two occasions different versions of the same scene are repeated
with different elements and outcomes – what is real and what is fantasy is called into
question. As the race progresses, the doctor starts to hallucinate and he’s visited by
characters involved in the crisis - his wife, the patient’s parents and the patient herself
- and there’s an unreal quality to these visitations which mirror his tortured, fragmented
thoughts and feelings. All we really know is that “people are looking for him,” possibly the

police regarding his young patient, and what transpires during the race is part of the
tormented thoughts of a man put in a difficult ethical position. The audience is allowed to
unravel the puzzle of the protagonist’s thoughts as he works through possible scenarios –
what could have been or might still take place.
Assisted suicide has recently become legal in Canada but it is not available to patients
under the age of eighteen; Robyn is only fourteen. Robyn’s parents also won’t consider
assisted death for their daughter based on their religious faith, and they have the last word
on her care. Jim is in the middle of this struggle and Robyn wants Jim to step outside the
law in order to help her. The film looks at this complex issue without taking a hard stand on
either side of the debate. The parents still hold out hope for a medical miracle while their
daughter is adamant she doesn’t want to spend her last days suffering. The film is
sympathetic to Robyn’s wishes and her doctor’s dilemma but we also feel for the
parents who are faced with the prospect of losing their child.
The main character, Jim, suffers from depression and, as many studies have shown, men
are the least likely to seek help, often keeping their inner struggles to themselves, even
from their spouses and families. Recent studies by the Canadian Medical Association have
shown that male doctors are even more at risk of suicide than the general population.
Jim’s estranged wife pushes him to talk to her and it’s clear that his running is an attempt
to escape his depression which is closely linked to the emotional stresses of his job. This film
looks at the trauma doctors face when dealing with terminally ill patients and the
associated stresses of considering assisted suicide. Jim’s relationship to his strong-willed
young patient has led him to cross the line from professional detachment to emotional
attachment and he struggles to overcome it.
There are a couple of scenes in the film where Jim is drawn toward a distant stand of trees
- as Jim goes for a run as Robyn is being prepped for surgery and when Jim lies on the
ground with the Female Runner after their collision on the trail. The stand of tree can
represent different things to different people. To me the poplars represent longing and a
release from anxiety, a search for calm. At one point Jim arrives at the stand of trees and
walks into it, he walks through the trees only to emerge at the other side where he again
sees the same stand of trees in the distance. What he’s searching for seems to be beyond
his reach.

PRODUCTION NOTES
The biggest challenge in recreating an ultra marathon is staging the start of the race. These
races are major productions involving many hundreds of runners and hundreds of
supporters lining the starting line – this would have been a difficult task to reproduce with
our budget. Luckily for the production team an existing race, the Grizzly Ultra, was taking
place in Canmore Alberta during the planned production. The race organizers were
generous enough to let us imbed our lead actors Gord Rand and Ivana Shein into the start
of this ultra marathon which involved over five hundred runners as well as hundreds
of spectators lining the starting line. This was the first day of production and it was a
tense start to the shoot as we only had the one chance to capture the start. Complicating
things Gord and Ivana had dialogue at the starting line, and after Gord and Ivana run for
a hundred plus meters, in a throng of hundreds, Gord drops out of the race to compose
himself as his character is in the middle of an emotional crisis. A hundred things could have
gone wrong – what if someone trips in front of Gord or get’s between the camera and
Gord and Ivana, or an unsuspecting runner stops to see if Gord needs assistance? Patrick
McLaughlin and his team did a great job of juggling the many variables and capturing this
high pressure start to the shoot.
The ultra marathon fictionalized in Man Running is run over mountain terrain and we used
the front range of the Rocky Mountains west of Calgary as the films setting. Besides the
Grizzly Ultra which starts at the Nordic Center in Canmore, the production used locations in
the Kananaskis, including the abandoned Fortress Mountain ski hill, Moose Mountain, Black
Mountain at the boundary of Banff National park, as well as West Brag creek.
Running at high altitudes brings with it the risk of inclement weather. During the shoot which
ran through the month of October into November the production faced a challenging mix
of conditions. There was beautiful fall weather but there was also some inclement weather
including a freak blizzard that brought with it gale force winds and close to a foot of snow.

Gord and Ivana found themselves running through some nasty weather and Milli Wilkinson
playing a ghostly Robyn haunting Gord’s character through his hallucinatory states was
often required to be in the snowy forest at night in a hospital smock or pajamas. For the
story, the best thing we could hope for was lousy weather – we didn’t want rain but snow
was a plus. When we wanted it to be lousy we got very lousy – and beautiful of course
– there is some amazing sequences of running in snow or running in high wind. There’s a
scene where Gord is running near Black Mountain near the end of the film and the wind is
gusting so strong you can feel Brian Shier, who is operating the camera behind Gord,
being blown off course. It was also great that when the characters are talking at night you
can see their breath because it’s minus 15. I don’t know of many films where you can see
a snow flake land on a characters cheek and see it melt where it landed. Nature is a big
part of the film – the wild weather can be seen as a reflection of Robyn’s effect on Jim’s
psyche. It was meant feel wild and out of control. The weather- the wind especially is like
another way Robyn is tormenting him. Lucky for the production when bucolic and melancholy was needed - the weather came through here as well. Through it all the cast never
complained. Throughout the film Gord is running in shorts and a couple of light synthetic
shirts – that’s it.
The landscape is an important element in Man Running– it was important for the story to
catch the details of the landscape – the bark on the trees, the grasses and undergrowth.
We had some luck with wildlife as well when a fox come onto set and stole a back pack
– a prop in a scene right from under our noses while we were in the middle of shooting a
night scene. We chased it and got the pack back but the fox kept coming around – just
feet away at times. We got a shot of him/her hovering and the shot is in the film. At one
point Jim hallucinates seeing Robyn is the forest– after he snaps out of it he sees the fox like
it was the fox all along.
I lost the hearing in my left ear permanently a few years ago. I had a few operations on
my ear in the same hospital featured in Man Running. The hospital is at the very southern
edge of the city, and when I had my operations you could look south out the window and
there was nothing but farmers fields - literally across the street and as far as the eye could
see were snow covered fields – you could see coyote tracks in the snow feet from the front
door. When we shot Man Running a few years had gone by but there was still almost
nothing south of the hospital except one medical building and the new roads built to
service the new communities that were coming. The script was written with this in mind.
When Jim comes out of the hospital he literally runs a few hundred meters down a brand
new road and into a canola field. The distance from this modern hospital to nature is a
block and a half. Visually it is very striking. Of course the place is now filling up with new
suburbs.
The stand of trees we used was in a field of canola about half a kilometer from the front

doors of the new hospital. The day we shot that footage we had a weird weather inversion
and the chinook like arch hung over us for most of the day creating a kind of perpetual
early morning look.
In the script Jim runs into the farmers field in front of the hospital. We were thinking of a
wheat field or barley or some grassy field. It turns out the fields were canola which is like a
tough little weed/ bush and when it’s harvested the stubble is like sharp sticks. It is very hard
to walk in never mind run through as it will cut your shines. We quickly figured out you have
to be very careful where you run – you have to follow where the tractor wheels go. But

amazingly beautiful up close.

MUSIC

The score for Man Running was created and performed by Scott Monro and Matt Flegel,
two members of the band Preoccupations. The Preoccupations song Continental Shelf is
also featured in the film. I was a fan of Viet Cong which was a previous incarnation of the
band and I’d seen them perform at Sled Island. Ian Russell of Flemish Eye records lives in my
neibourhood and I contacted him about finding an Alberta based composer. I’d received
a bit of heat for using Joey Santiago of the Pixies for my film Radiant City and thought,
okay, I’ll look closer to home this time. Ian suggested meeting up with Scott and Matt who
were on my radar. The two were available and willing and I think the score they created
was perfect for the film – it’s minimal at times, which I really like, but the score also heats
up and is rough and wild at times, especially when associated with Robyn’s character.
There are also compositions that contain some real emotional depth. I’m not a fan of
overly manipulative soundtracks - I gravitate towards compositions that help nudge the
audience somewhere without being heavy handed. It’s a fine line and I think Scott and
Matt were sensitive to this and did a great job.

FILMMAKERS
GARY BURNS - Writer/Director/Producer
Gary Burns’ feature film credits include The Suburbanators, Kitchen Party, waydowntown, A Problem with Fear, and the feature documentaries Radiant City, and The
Future is Now!. He has won numerous awards for his films including Best Canadian
Feature Film at the 2000 Toronto International Film Festival for his urban comedy
waydowntown. Radiant City, which he co-directed with CBC journalist Jim Brown,
won the Genie for Best Documentary in 2007. His films have been presented at
numerous international festivals including Sundance, Berlin and Rotterdam. His film
Kitchen Party was included in the prestigious New Directors New Films at the
museum of Modern Art in New York. In 2011 a retrospective of his films was presented at the Buenos Aires International Film Festival in Argentina. His most recent film
is Flexie! All The Same and All Different (2015) about the prairie artist
Levine Flexhaug.

DONNA BRUNSDALE - Writer/Producer
Donna Brunsdale is a filmmaker living in Calgary. She has a BFA from the University
of Victoria and an MFA from York University. She has made several short films and
one feature film, Cheerful Tearful (1998) which premiered at the Montreal World
Film Festival. She has also collaborated with Gary Burns on his feature films, most
notably as co-writer and actor on A Problem With Fear, which opened Perspective
Canada at TIFF 2003 and the Panorama Special at Berlin International Film Festival
2004. Her most recent film is Flexie! All The Same and All Different (2015) about the
prairie artist Levine Flexhaug.

AVI FEDERGREEN - Producer
Avi Federgreen’s over twenty years of experience in the Canadian film industry
includes over fifty films produced.
Federgreen’s newly completed films, which are travelling around the film festival
circuit include Man Running directed by Gary Burns, Lifechanger directed by Justin
McConnell, and Altered Skin directed by Adnan Ahmed. Federgreen also is the
creator of the Indiecan10K & Indiecan20K First Feature Initiatives that have now
helped 8 first features get made in Canada including the NWT film Elijah and the
Rock Creature directed by Jennifer Walden and the Northern Ontario film Fugue
directed by Tomas Street..
Federgreen’s other producing credits include One Week, Still Mine, Kiss and Cry, Prisoner X, Score: A Hockey Musical,
Relative Happiness, How To Plan An Orgy in A Small Town, Moon Point, I’m Yours, Hungry Hills, High Life, Leslie, My
Name Is Evil to name a few.
In November 2011, Federgreen opened his own film distribution and sales company INDIECAN ENTERTAINMENT.
The company services not just up-and-coming Canadian and International filmmakers, but also those indies making films
in a lower budget bracket who have otherwise virtually no chance to shine in a market of big studios, distributors and
exhibitors.

CAST
GORD RAND - Jim
Gord is an actor, playwright and filmmaker. He has performed on stages around the
world, from San Francisco to Rwanda, including 9 seasons at The Shaw Festival. Most
recently, he played the title role in Oedipus Rex at The Stratford Festival and Hamlet
for Necessary Angel at the Worldstage. He won a Dora Award for his portrayal of a
naked Ukranian plutonium dealer in Michael Healey’s The Innocent Eye Test (Mirvish). He also toured the world with Goodness (Volcano Theatre), and appeared in The
Test (The Company), The Philanderer (Shaw Festival) and Abyss (Tarragon). Recent
screen appearances include: Ben in the upcoming movie An Audience of Chairs and
The Man in Gary Burns’ new film Man Running, Abel in CBC’s Pure, Detective Duko
in Orphan Black (CSA Nomination, ACTRA Award Nomination), as well as guest starring on Ransom, Taken, Wynonna
Earp, Cardinal, Durham County, Cracked, Killjoys and was RSM Kelly in the ABC series Combat Hospital.
Gord recently completed his first feature documentary Goodness in Rwanda as well as garnering controversy and praise for
his plays Orgy in the Lighthouse, Pond Life, and the recently published The Trouble with Mr Adams (Scirocco Dramax). He
has just completed his next feature film - based on his 2005 hit play Pond Life - and is writing a new play - The Recline of
the American Empire - with Storefront Theatre.

IVANA SHEIN - Woman Runner
Ivana Shein is a Canadian born writer/actress. As a performer, Ivana began her
career in Canada when she appeared on the “Last Comic Standing” style TV
talent competition show Sketch Troop. She would go on to appear at major comedy
festivals including the celebrated Just For Laughs Comedy Festival in Montreal. Her
one- woman show was subsequently picked up and directed by Emmy award winner
Richard J. Lewis and performed at Comedy Central Stage in Los Angeles. Ivana made
her feature film debut in Lucky McKee’s cult horror classic The Woods with Patricia
Clarkson. She then appeared in Mark Adam’s award-winning film Steel Toes with
David Strathairn and Andrew Walker. Big screen credits include Richard J. Lewis’
Oscar nominated Barney’s Version with Paul Giamatti and Dustin Hoffman and McKee’s RED with Brian Cox and Tom
Sizemore, as well as Reed Morano’s stunning meditation on grief Meadowland with Olivia Wilde, Luke Wilson and John
Leguizamo. She returned to the horror genre in Mickey Keating’s Psychopaths with Ashley Bell which premiered at Tribeca
Film Festival. She just recently wrapped production on the feature film Home Sweet Deadly Home with Patty McCormack.
Television credits include a recurring role on NBC’s Days Of Our Lives and CBS’s Person of Interest as well as CBC’s The
Detectives. She is also the lead in the sci-fi thriller The Division on Hulu.

MILLI WILKINSON - Robyn
Milli Wilkinson is a quintessential West Coast girl. Growing up in Vancouver, BC
she used to see bears in the backyard of her first house and had to make a lot of noise
when she went outside to play. Now at only 13 years-old, Milli has blossomed into a
talented young actress who has amassed an extensive list of film and television credits
in a short period of time including The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn – Part 2, ABC’s
“Once Upon A Time”, and “Once Upon a Time in Wonderland”, TNT’s “Proof”, and
Hulu’s “Shut Eye”. Milli can soon be seen as in David Tennant’s debut short Amicae
Micae Aeternum, both set for release in 2018.
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